
Chapter 5876 

 

When Jack and the other three heard this, they were immediately overjoyed, 

 

But Simson didn’t wait for them to express their gratitude and directly kicked 

Jack’s account out of the live broadcast room. 

 

Jack found that the video connection was interrupted, and said to Matt with a 

little embarrassment: 

 

“Master, these are the requirements of the patriarch,” 

 

“And we have no way to disobey, I’m sorry.” 

 

After that, he gave a wink to his two men, and the three of them exited the room 

directly. 

 

For the three of them, after tonight’s incident, 

 

They have completed a difficult leap in the Routhchild family. 

 

Among the servants of the Routhchild family, those who can serve direct 

members naturally have a higher status than servants who are collateral 

members, 

 

But the servant with the highest status in the entire family directly serves Simson. 



 

After all, Simson is the emperor of this ancient family, 

 

And the other direct members are just vassals. 

 

Now that they are favored by Simson, 

 

They will naturally no longer take Matt, a grandson who has fallen out of favor, 

into consideration. 

 

After the three people left, Matt, who was shocked and frightened, quickly took 

out his mobile phone, 

 

Turned off airplane mode, and immediately opened the short video platform. 

 

Unexpectedly, since his IP address is in the United States, 

 

The algorithm directly pushed two videos related to him to the homepage. 

 

Matt cautiously clicked on the video, and the more he watched, the more 

frightened he became. 

 

The first thought that came to his mind was to kill Bruce, 

 

But the second thought that followed, he turned this impulse was completely 

suppressed. 



 

He is well aware of his current situation. 

 

With the exposure of these two videos, Bruce has become the person he cannot 

kill in his life. 

 

What’s even worse is that Grandpa asked him to take care of everything related 

to Peter next week. 

 

Cheating is not illegal in the United States, 

 

But manipulating federal prisons, affecting justice, and abusing lynching are all 

crimes without exception. 

 

Once he takes on these charges, it means that he will stay in prison for at least a 

few years, 

 

And he will completely become a street rat in the United States that everyone 

wants to beat. 

 

S3x scandals have never been a big deal, but political scandals are deadly. 

 

Just when Matt didn’t know what to do, the Routhchild family video conference 

continued. 

 

Betrayed and cuckolded, Charles was in an emotional breakdown. 



 

He shouted in the video that he wanted Matt’s father to give him an explanation. 

 

Charles’ father was also putting pressure on Simson, saying angrily: 

 

“Father! Whatever you say about this matter, Matt and his family must give us an 

explanation,” 

 

“Otherwise, I will never agree!” 

 

For Charles’s father, his son was cuckolded by his nephew. 

 

The key was that it was broadcast live in front of the core members of the family. 

 

This face was thrown to the bottom of the Pacific. 

 

If he didn’t give an explanation, he would have his son become the laughingstock 

of the family and will never be able to hold their heads high. 

 

Matt’s father, Robert Routhchild, was also in a panic at this moment.  

 

He knew that his son had caused a huge disaster, 

 

But he had no idea at this moment what this incident would do to Matt himself, 

 



As well as to himself. What influence does Matt’s brothers have? 

 

People in the Routhchild family are very fertile, 

 

And one of their main tenets is to have more children. 

 

Therefore, Robert Routhchild did not only have one son, Matt, but gave birth to 

three sons and four daughters. 

 

In the Routhchild family, the patriarch Simson is the only Ninth Five-Year Plan. 

 

In addition to him, the entire family also has multiple interest groups. 

 

These interest groups are all composed of several of Simson’s sons, and they are 

all of the same family. 

 

It is a pyramid structure composed of a father and several children, and Simson 

governs this family like an ancient emperor governed a country. 

 

Many times he does not talk about family ties, but only interests. 

 

Once there is a problem with one of the pyramids below, 

 

He is likely to completely destroy the entire pyramid. 

 



So, Robert said in a panic and humbly: “I’m sorry, it’s all my fault in raising my 

son.” 

 

“I am willing to spend 100 million dollars to compensate Charles…” 

 

Charles’s father suddenly became furious: “Fcuk, I will give you a gift for my son.”  

 

“Are you willing to pay him $100 million to sl33p with your daughter-in-law?” 

 

Robert couldn’t say no, he could only nod angrily and said angrily: “I…I am 

willing…” 

 

Charles’s father felt extremely angry and cursed angrily: 

 

“Okay! Then I will transfer the money to you now,” 

 

“And you pick one of your daughters-in-law for my son!” 

 

“Enough!” Seeing that the two people were getting more and more outrageous, 

Simson shouted angrily: 

 

“Stop talking! I will definitely give Charles an explanation,” 

 

“But our most important issue right now is how to manage the crisis and resolve 

this matter!” 


